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The London National Park City Map was meant to 
surprise Londoners, but it has surprised me more than 
expected. Urban Good originally planned to print and 
distribute 2,000 copies – on the assumption the map was 
a bit niche, and the initial crowdfunding had been slow to 
build momentum. A year on, and 25,000 copies have been 
printed and there is demand for our urban nature maps in 
the UK and further afield. 

This Urban Good map plays a different role to 
Ordnance Survey’s orienteering-friendly, Landranger or 

Explorer series – albeit we borrowed their physical format. 
Our maps specifically reveal the mixture of the green 
and blue infrastructure, alongside highlights of a human 
nature: recreation and adventure. What began as a gesture 
to support a campaign we liked, has developed into a map 
that is instantly recognisable and loved by people who get 
excited about maps, as well as those who generally don’t. 

We now run a busy online ‘shop’ of sorts. We don’t 
make any profit from this map, but it covers its costs. We 
post them to you from www.urbangood.org for a small 
handling and postage charge. And, no, there is not a digital 
product just yet. It’s complicated. 

On seeing a physical copy people generally feedback 
two distinct things. First, this map only takes seconds 
to change very long-held perceptions that London is an 
overly built up city. The volume and diversity of open 
spaces that the map celebrates makes people reflect on how 
much green space there is, and how little of it they have 
personally explored. Second, this map is a well-crafted 
and striking piece of print. It’s a cut above many other 
maps given away for free. It’s colour palette is engaging, 

THE GREEN MAP THAT HADN’T BEEN DRAWN
Making the London National Park City map 
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In 2016, the author set out to produce a printed map that was big enough and beautiful enough to in-
spire people to get outdoors and make more of the proposed London National Park City. The hunch was 
that most people would be surprised to learn that nearly half of London is green and blue, and glad to 
see where it all was. However, with no experience in making maps, he took a year-long journey to craft 
a map he felt should exist. This is simply the story of hundreds of midnight hours, from which emerged a 
historic map for London and a sustainable social enterprise, Urban Good, who continue to make maps.

Figure 1. Supporting the grassroots movement with a 
new map for London. © Paul Cochrane 2018.

Figure 2. Shot from the west, the London National 
Park City map by Urban Good a few seconds after it 
came off the press.
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its scale impressive, and its style: modern. These qualities 
have drawn in the wider public crowd it was intended for.

What follows is the story of how it came into being, 
a Recipe for Making a National Park City map, if you will. 
Or, a short description of an extremely long and inefficient 
process. 

Funding
Crowdfunding, as all those who have done so know, takes 
an inordinate amount of time. After pulling together a 
pitch, a set of rewards, some photographs, a video, a 
prototype, some promises and a website, you would be 
foolish to think the money will simply roll in. Once the 
crowdfunder is live, three months of writing, emailing, 
nagging and tweeting ensue. I contacted all the design and 
cartography platforms I knew and respected, without a 
single reply. Urban geographers however were keener to 
support, and slowly word got out; not least thanks to the 
rapidly growing network of the Greater London National 
Park City Initiative* (as it was then). I am well aware that 
the existence and success of this map owes its greatest dues 
to them. In the spirit of reciprocity, our partnership thrives 
and the map has drawn new audiences to the campaign. 

I was keen to make sure people pledging money 
weren’t simply asked for charity, but that every funding level 
was matched with rewards people desired. We sold some 
limited edition handmade screen prints, alongside some 
more affordable prints, and this is where the bulk of revenue 
came from. We also sold around 300 advance copies of the 
map that did not yet exist. I’m particularly grateful to these 
people who believed in something they could not yet see, 
and to another ten people who really had no idea what it was 
all about, but had their ear bent by my mother. 

Figure 4. Collaborating with Daniel Heath Studio, we 
hand printed some large format maps as rewards for 
our crowdfunders. 

Figure 3. The full sheet, which measures 127x95cm.
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We only reached 50% of our target budget, and 
thought, what the hell, let’s do it anyway. All in all, we 
raised around £8,000 (after costs deducted) and that was 
the working budget. 

Partnerships
The plan, even if never fully articulated, was probably 
something like: make the map, print it, give it to the people 
who supported it, sell the rest, make small sum of money 

for Urban Good and the National Park City, and repeat. 
But it went more like this. 

Without enough budget to purchase all the data 
we needed, we were offered support from two major 
contributors to the map: Ordnance Survey, who were 
about to release the GreenSpace open data set, and 
GiGL, who have compiled a comprehensive London 
OpenSpace data set. Without them, it was looking like 
a crude, not wholly reliable, but reliably holey map, that 

Figure 5. The biggest revenue generator was our copper printed map of London’s buildings and its river. 

Figure 6. Urban Good’s London River atlas, printed as one of the many extras on the reverse of the large sheet. 
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really wouldn’t justify the giant sheet of paper. So, we 
struck a new deal to make the map with protected data, 
but never to profit from it or to publish it as a digital or 
online product. In hindsight, it has been so much more 
rewarding to enable tens of thousands more people to 
enjoy the map under this arrangement. As long as there 
is enough in the bank to print the next batch when we 
run out, we believe we are winning. And batches come in 
10,000s now that we are up and running. 

But not all data is always neatly in one place. A vast 
amount was researched and plotted manually. Our River 
atlas, for instance, is still the most comprehensive map 
of London’s waterways I have found. The lines pull from 
many data sources, but the names took hours of research 
to find: Chaffinch Brook and Kate’s Cellar are two of my 
favourites. There are still names missing, and the ghost 
rivers need drawing as I could not uncover a data set 
with the Effra, Peck and many more. We plotted tallest 
hills, BBQ friendly parks, sailing locations and plenty 
beyond – all researched and then entered individually with 
coordinates. We have now created our own (ever-growing) 
data set of an outdoor, active London.

Composing
With so much data, such a complex set of often overlapping 
land uses and classifications, and a vast area to cover – 
over 1,600 km2 – production slowed up pretty soon. For 
the interested parties, our process was as follows.

1. The available data, primarily as shapefiles, was 
imported into QGIS where we separated each dataset 
into its individual variant layers.

2. Basic colouring and styling of layers took place, so 
we could stack the layers appropriately to build up the 
story we wanted. 

3. Our composer sheet was set up to the final print 
dimensions and we settled on a scale of 1 inch to 1 
mile, 1:63,360. (100k was too small to be meaningful, 
and 50k cropped the boundaries of London: so neither 
would be appropriate).

4. Once it looked close to what we had in mind, and 
because the vector files were so big, each layer was 
individually exported as an SVG.

5. Each SVG imported into Adobe Illustrator and cleaned 
of all the masks and meta data and hidden shapes. 

6. We wanted to assemble all the layers in one place, 
but didn’t have enough processing power to handle it, 
so usually 3–6 related layers were grouped into each 
Illustrator file. 

7. Indesign was used to set up and merge the final print 
file, with well over 100 layers. We had to style groups 
of layers in isolation and then test them on our master 
composer. 

8. As well as endless onscreen proofing, and with our 
limited budget, we had about 6 wet proofs as we went 
along. These were essential, and we would have liked 
more.

9. The final version we arrived at had so much vector 
data in it that even the super processors at Kodak were 
unable to rip the file for press. Some of the base layers 
at this point had to be rasterised at 600dpi. 

10. Eventually we had a version that the printers could rip 
and it went into production.

The greatest design challenge was to produce a work that 
had legibility from across a room and also enough detail 
when inspected up close in the hand. This is a relatively 
unique design challenge, as most handheld, printed items 
do not double as large format posters. This was simply a 
process of trial and error. Aside from the usual variations 
of palette and line weight, we extensively tested the 
density, tone and hues of the greens (which dominate) to 
be discernible from a distance, but then introduced subtle 
patterns so that up close more information revealed itself. 
This was really the pitch for the map from day one: get 
someone’s attention in the first few seconds (perception 
change) and then let them explore the possibilities for 
outdoor exploration in the capital. 

Figure 7a. Up close and in detail, patterns, outlines, 
buffers and stepped tones of colour allow the volume 
of data to be communicated. © Paul Cochrane 2018.

Figure 7b. From afar the alternative green used for 
London’s private gardens help frame the city, and the 
hillshade gives it depth. 
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Print
Early on in the process we knew we would print with 
Dennis Maps Ltd, who have been printing OS Landranger 
and Explorer maps since 2010. We needed to ensure this 
was not a disposable product: but something to sit on the 
shelves for generations. The card cover and quality of 
paper stock ensure the maps can endure repeated use, sit 
on a book shelf the rest of the time. 

We used all 6 colour plates to print on the giant 
KBA Rapida 162a litho housed in Sommerset. Beyond 
the process (CMYK) inks we introduced two Pantone 
spot inks: a deep green for the cover and the fluorescent 
orange to suggest activities on the map. (In later editions 
we introduced a Pantone Yellow spot as well). It takes a 
great deal of work by talented and experienced hands to 
print these giant sheets: moisture coming out of the ink 
will warp the paper, making registration, density and 
colour balancing a challenge. But there is intense quality 
control: live inspections as maps roll off the press ensure 
the consistency of the product. A day later they will print 
the reverse of the map. Card covers are printed, laminated, 
die cut, scored, folded and glued onto the now concertina-
folded sheets. Eventually they are bundled and packed up 
ready for shipping. 

Dennis Maps were also a simple choice for us with 
their uncompromising ethos towards sustainable forestry. 
It’s not simply their paper sourcing; they operate for the 
benefit of the Heart of England Forest, a registered charity 
re-creating a native woodland forest in central England. 

Printing in a digital age still raises some eyebrows, so 
choosing the right suppliers is a serious consideration for 
us. 

Distribution
The first batch went to our partners and crowdfunders. As 
word got out, I set up an online ordering system where you 
could order the map, but you had to wait until at least 1000 
other people did the same, as it made economic sense to 
pay a fulfilment company to process the orders in batches. 
1000 went by in month one, so we did our second print 
run. Another few thousand were ordered, and maps were 
also available at National Park City events. 

The Mayor of London agreed to print and post two 
copies to every school in London, in the run up to National 
Park City Week 2018. We made a set of lesson plans (free 
online at UrbanGood.Org) to accompany these with ideas 
for Key Stage 1, 2 and 3. More recently we collaborated 
with the National Trust, whose 30+ properties across 
London were marked on the map. In this, our most recent 
print run, we were able to improve the map further, work 
on some colour balance issues, tidy up some more labels 
and more.

It’s worth noting that, while we have a few thousand 
left in stock, the distribution of over 20,000 maps into the 
hands of Londoners and households further afield, was 
achieved without any marketing except for sporadic and 
amateur use of social media. In the mean-time we have 
developed the means to run the post fulfilment ‘in-house’, 
so maps are posted next day, Royal Mail 1st Class. 

Figure 8. At Dennis Maps the regular colour referencing throughout the print run. 
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Outcomes
It’s a conservative estimation that each copy of the map has 
be seen by 5 people: many maps are in school corridors, 
some have circulated offices, community groups and so 
on. But if we stick with 5 people: well over 100,000 people 
are likely to have seen this green map of London. I would 
prefer to be able to say a million – so Urban Good will 
persevere to make this happen. Perhaps the NHS will help. 
Hospital waiting areas might find a good home for some. 
Perhaps Transport for London will help. Underground 
platforms are the perfect place to dream of what’s above. 
Perhaps a property owner will help. I would like to wrap a 
giant, central London building in the map. 

Back to our original design ambition: challenge 
perceptions through a glance at the map, and inspire 
people to get outdoors through the detail. I simply implore 
you to get hold of a copy and judge for yourself – I am 
biased. It took a great deal of effort over the course of a 
year (almost exclusively between the hours of 10pm – 
1am) to make the map, but I believe we have exceeded 
all initial ambitions. So, we have stretched the ambitions 
further.

Up next
We are currently working to finish off the map commissioned 
by local Amsterdam charity, Nature Desks. Its possibly 
going to be even more beautiful: the city has such strong 
bones. Local context shifts the emphasis of a map: for 
instance, bicycle infrastructure is so culturally inherent 
to accessing green space in the Netherlands, whereas we 
used London’s rail and tube stations to highlight the ease 
of access of our open spaces. And London’s 2.5% water on 
the map will be gazumped by nearly 25% of Amsterdam 
being blue. 

This in turn has led other European cities to ask 
about an Urban Good map for them. A demand for a 
coherent set – content, colours, key and style – of urban 
nature maps across the UK and European cities is now in 
the pipeline for 2019, the first of which we hope to hit 
the shelves by spring. The growth of our fledgling social 
enterprise is encouraging. So much so it would be remis of 
me not to say: get in touch if you have GIS skills and can 
bring diligence and humour in equal measure. We would 
love to have you. 

For 2019 we hope the National Park City map will 
get a huge revamp as London officially launches as the 
world’s first National Park City. See you then. 

Special thanks
To: Daniel Raven-Ellison: no small thinker. GiGL: 
generous collaborators. Ordnance Survey: early preview 
of the brilliant greenspace data set.

All images © Charlie Peel, Urban Good 2018, unless 
otherwise stated.

The map contains Ordnance Survey Greenspace 
data, Terrain data and Open Data © Crown copyright 2017 

and Greenspace Information for Greater London (GiGL) 
data available under the Open Database License © GiGL 
2017.

Author
Charlie Peel is the founder of Urban Good, previously 
having worked on major urban regeneration projects across 
London and the UK. Holding an MA in Architectural 
History and MSc in City Design and Social Science, 
he has worked in policy and practice. He co-wrote the 
previous government’s Farrell Review of Architecture and 
the Built Environment and produced winning procurement 
documents for master developers. He can be seen around 
town disguised as a new father: underslept and prepared to 
wipe up food with either sleeve. 

Notes on Urban Good
We are a registered community 
interest company with the 
mission to improve the 
urban environment and 
recycle profits into social and 
environmental causes. We 
enjoy writing and researching, 
designing and map-making 
and helping to communicate 
good ideas. We strongly 
believe that good urban 
development will increase 
the capability of citizens to access opportunities. Hence, 
we provide advice, research and support to architects, 
planners, developers, local authorities and community 
projects to inform decision making, and ultimately make 
material improvements to cities. 

If you have an exciting project that will make a city 
better, fairer or greener then Urban Good would love to 
explore it with you. If you can make maps; show us. 

Charlie@urbangood.org  
www.urbangood.org 

Figure 9. Big enough to inspire little people. © Paul 
Cochrane 2018.




